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”Learn to Earn”

Basic training in how to use the 
DISAB products in a safe and 
economic way
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Presentation of the training

Background

DISAB Vacuum Technology AB has been training operators for 30 years. At present we are facing increased require-
ments from authorities and organisations on documentation in how we safeguard the skill of the operators handling 
the DISAB products. Above all, awareness of risks in the working environment as well as safety are required for 
people working with our machines. We have therefore prepared a training programme called “Learn to Earn” for our 
customers. The training aims at assuring that current rules and regulations stipulated by authorities and employers 
regarding safety and economy are being complied with. All training is carried out in our premises in Eslöv, Sweden, 
or at a place convenient to the customer.

Purpose

Handling airborne material is a hazardous working method requiring careful preparation and skilled operators. Our 
training is specifically intended for operators handling DISAB equipment. We welcome newly and temporarily em-
ployed, operators, supervisors and service technicians to participate in the training.

Aim

After completed training session, the participants should have a thorough knowledge in how to safely and economi-
cally operate the vehicle.

Following subjects are included:

■  Introduction in vacuum operation 

■  Introduction in blowing

■  Introduction in application

■  Introduction in the technology

■  Common areas of application

■  Pressure and speed

■  Operator instructions

■  Maintenance instructions

■  Control system

■  Preventive maintenance

■  Frequently asked questions (FAQ)

■  Certificate

Risks & Safety:

■  Safety from a general point of view

■  Regulations 

■  Working nearby the machine

■  Securing the equipment

■  Systematic work environment protection

■  Risk analysis

■  Plan of actions

Training package “Learn to Earn”

■ Basic training 16 h


